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Home Affairs 

House of Commons Oral Answers 

Anti-Semitism 
John Mann: What assessment [the Welsh Secretary] has made of the prevalence of 
anti-Semitism in Wales. [907067] 

The Secretary of State for Wales (Stephen Crabb): Incidents of religious and 
racial hatred are thankfully very low in Wales. But as we approach Holocaust 
memorial day, it is right that we look again at the efforts we are making to prevent 
such incidents and to say with a clear and united voice that anti-Semitism and all 
forms of racial and religious hatred are not compatible with the freedom values 
that are cherished by the people of Wales. [Interruption] 

Mr Speaker: Order. This question is about Holocaust memorial day and the scourge of 
anti-Semitism. The House should listen to the question and to the answer. 
John Mann: Thank you, Mr Speaker. The Jewish community across the whole of the 
United Kingdom is feeling under increasing threat. Will the Secretary of State ensure that 
the part of the United Kingdom that he is responsible for is as vigilant and as supported 
as every other part of the United Kingdom, so that his Jewish community can feel that it 
has our support? 

Stephen Crabb: I thank the hon. Gentleman for the question. He is exactly right: 
no member of the Jewish community anywhere in the UK should have to live in 
fear. He may be interested to know that tomorrow I shall be meeting Rabbi 
Michael Rose in Cardiff, to talk about those concerns as they affect Wales. 

Jonathan Evans: Will my right hon. Friend take the opportunity to remark not only upon 
Rabbi Michael Rose, but also upon the work done by Mr Saleem Kidwai, Secretary 
General of the Muslim Council of Wales, who has been working so very hard in Cardiff 
for good community relations for many years? 

Stephen Crabb: My hon. Friend will also be interested to know that I am meeting 
the Muslim Council of Wales tomorrow. We had a remarkable and powerful 
demonstration of unity on the Sunday evening after the Paris attacks, when Rabbi 
Rose and the Muslim Council of Wales leader stood hand in hand, in unity, 
supporting freedom values in Wales. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/15012
1-0001.htm#15012165000017  
 
 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/150121-0001.htm#15012165000017
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/150121-0001.htm#15012165000017
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Scottish Parliament 

First Minister’s Questions: Reassurance to the Jewish Community 
Ken Macintosh: To ask the First Minister what steps the Scottish Government has taken 
to reassure the Jewish community following recent terrorist attacks and the reported rise 
in anti-Semitism. (S4F-02534) 

The First Minister (Nicola Sturgeon): Following the atrocities in Paris, I spoke 
with the director of the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities on 16 January to 
offer the condolences and support of the Government to the Jewish community in 
Scotland. Tackling anti-Semitism is a key priority for the Scottish Government and 
we continue to work closely with organisations representing the Jewish 
community. Most recently, we have provided funding to the Scottish Council of 
Jewish Communities to explore how attitudes to being Jewish in Scotland have 
changed in the past year, and I hope that that work, as part of our programme of 
support, shows our clear commitment to countering intolerance. We will also 
continue to work through Interfaith Scotland, which works to promote dialogue, 
and through education to eliminate religious intolerance as well as improving the 
lives of all of our faith communities in Scotland. 
On 27 January, I will attend the national Scottish holocaust memorial event 2015 
in Ayr, to commemorate the 70th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz-
Birkenau. I will also be signing the book of commitment in the Scottish Parliament 
pledging the support of the Scottish Government to keeping alive the memory of 
what can happen if we allow hatred, prejudice and intolerance to remain 
unchecked. 

Ken Macintosh: I thank the First Minister for her comments and for the commitment that 
she is showing on behalf of the Scottish Government. Does she agree that our reaction 
should be one not of alarmism but of reassurance? 
I would like to suggest one way of signalling the solidarity with the Jewish community that 
we wish to show. The First Minister issued a very welcome statement condemning the 
horrific attack on the kosher supermarket in Paris, just as she did condemning the 
Charlie Hebdo massacre. However, unlike the statement condemning the Charlie Hebdo 
attack, which has been put on the Scottish Government’s website, her statement to the 
Jewish community has not yet been put on the website. It is quite important that, as well 
as offering reassurance directly to the Jewish community, there is a public display of that 
message. I ask the First Minister to think on those comments. 

The First Minister: I am certainly more than happy to take that on board and to 
rectify that, if indeed it is an omission. I assure Ken Macintosh that, if it is an 
omission, it is not a deliberate one and that it must obviously have been an 
oversight. I will ensure that that is rectified. 
On the first part of his question, I absolutely agree. It was something that I also 
heard from the director of the Scottish Council of Jewish Communities. It is very 
much a case of uniting together in solidarity but resisting alarmism, and instead 
taking every opportunity that we can to reassure those in our Jewish community. 
We are lucky in the diversity of our country. The Jewish community in Scotland 
plays a massive role in this country and makes a massive contribution. We are 
proud of that, and we should all stand shoulder to shoulder with it at this time. 

Stewart Maxwell: I very much welcome the comments that the First Minister has just 
made and what is I hope a reassurance to the Jewish community in Scotland. However, 
in light of the comments by the Home Secretary about security at synagogues and 
schools down in England following the incidents in France, can the First Minister provide 
reassurance about the additional security measures that will be provided to the Jewish 
community, particularly at synagogues, social clubs, Calderwood Lodge primary school 
and the secondary school that is attended by Jewish pupils in East Renfrewshire? 

The First Minister:   Both  the  Cabinet  Secretary  for  Justice  and  I  have had a  
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briefing from the police on some of those specific matters. I assure members that 
Police Scotland is aware of the need to ensure that the reassurance and support 
that are given to local Jewish communities also encompass our universities. We 
will be working with university chaplaincies and other organisations to ensure that 
that is the case. 
Similarly, the safety of pupils attending school is of paramount importance to us, to 
local authorities and to the police, who recognise the concerns of some Jewish 
communities. I assure members that the police will be undertaking a range of 
measures to provide not just reassurance but tangible reassurance. 
I have no doubt that that will be a welcome message to everybody who, like me, 
wants to send out a very clear message that we will not tolerate in any way, 
shape or form the intolerance and prejudice that, unfortunately, some people in 
our faith communities are subject to. 

Jackson Carlaw:  My question underpins all of that. Does the First Minister agree that, 
whatever disagreements individuals may have with the day-to-day policy of the state of 
Israel, that should not be conflated with the Jewish community here in Scotland, and that 
such disagreements must never be allowed to justify the abuse or intolerance that, 
unfortunately, they are sometimes used to justify. 

The First Minister: Yes, I agree whole-heartedly. Just as the wider Muslim 
community is in no way, shape or form responsible for the kind of atrocities that 
were carried out in Paris, so, too, the wider Jewish community is not responsible 
for any of the actions of the Israeli Government. Whatever people’s views are 
about Israel, that is not the responsibility of the Jewish community here in 
Scotland. 
I want to see, and I believe that everybody in Scotland wants to see, all our 
wonderfully diverse communities coming together and demonstrating in how we 
behave and how we carry ourselves that, whatever differences there might be 
between us, we are one Scotland. 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=9739&i=89257  
 
 

Wales Office 

Welsh Secretary meets representatives from Muslim and Jewish communities to 
discuss extremism threat 
Welsh Secretary Stephen Crabb met representatives from the Muslim and Jewish 
communities in Cardiff today … to discuss the threat from extremism and to see how the 
UK government can work with organisations to help protect people in Wales. … 
The Secretary of State emphasised Wales’ proud history of integration and highlighted 
how multiculturalism, particularly in South Wales, has benefited the Welsh economy over 
recent decades. …n the way of life cherished by all those who live in Wales. 
Stephen Crabb said: The abhorrent attacks in Paris are a reminder of just how close to 
home the terror threat is. Two weeks ago I, like thousands of people from across Wales, 
stood shoulder to shoulder with leaders from the Muslim and Jewish communities outside 
the Senedd to make clear that the views and actions of these terrorist extremists are 
completely inconsistent with Welsh freedom values. 
These terrorists are indiscriminate and their victims are Muslims just as much as they are 
people from other faiths. … 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/welsh-secretrary-meets-representatives-from-the-
muslim-and-jewish-communities-to-discuss-extremism-threat  
 
 
 
 

http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/28862.aspx?r=9739&i=89257
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/welsh-secretrary-meets-representatives-from-the-muslim-and-jewish-communities-to-discuss-extremism-threat
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/welsh-secretrary-meets-representatives-from-the-muslim-and-jewish-communities-to-discuss-extremism-threat
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Scotland Office 

 
Scotland in the United Kingdom: An enduring settlement 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/397079/Sc
otland_EnduringSettlement_acc.pdf  

TOP 
 

 
 

Holocaust 

House of Commons Oral Answer 

Prime Minister’s Questions 
col 215  Q9. [907126]  David Winnick: As we know, next week it will be 70 years since 
Auschwitz was liberated by the Russians. Is it not important that, when issues such as 
Palestine are raised—I have raised it and will continue to do so—it should be no excuse 
for anti-Semitism, a murderous disease that took the lives of millions of innocent people 
during my lifetime? 

The Prime Minister: I agree 100% with the hon. Gentleman in everything he 
says. Anyone who has been to Auschwitz—I went recently—cannot help but be 
struck by the appalling end that came of the hatred and prejudice fostered across 
Europe. The sight of all those children’s clothes, toys and bags, and human hair, 
stays with people for a very long time after they have seen them. Ensuring that 
the Holocaust Commission that we have established reports soon has all-party 
support. We will take that work forward and continue to ensure that young people 
in our schools can make the harrowing but very powerful trip to see Auschwitz for 
themselves. 

http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/15012
1-0001.htm#15012165000005  
 
 

Department for Communities and Local Government 

Remembering the testimony of Holocaust survivors 
Ahead of Holocaust Memorial Day 2015, Communities Minister Stephen Williams 
stressed the importance of remembering those that resisted, those that escaped and 
those that survived the Holocaust to share their important testimony. … 
Stephen Williams said: If we do not encourage everyone to remember, it will be no 
wonder if many start to forget. Holocaust education reminds us that behind the statistics 
were real people, who lived, loved and laughed, and who might have gone on to be 
mothers, fathers or even Nobel laureates. 
That is why we continue to support the Holocaust Memorial Day Trust. This year, the 
trust has commissioned the artist Anish Kapoor to design candles that have been placed 
in 70 locations around the country. My colleague the Secretary of State will take one of 
those candles to Auschwitz-Birkenau as part of the 70th anniversary commemorations 
next week. 
It is our duty to remember the past, and never to be silent about prejudice, bigotry and 
hatred in our own time. We need more than ever to ensure that never again means never 
again. … 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/remembering-the-testimony-of-holocaust-survivors  
 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/397079/Scotland_EnduringSettlement_acc.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/397079/Scotland_EnduringSettlement_acc.pdf
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/150121-0001.htm#15012165000005
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201415/cmhansrd/cm150121/debtext/150121-0001.htm#15012165000005
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/remembering-the-testimony-of-holocaust-survivors
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Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

Foreign Office Hosts Holocaust Memorial Day event 
To mark Holocaust Memorial Day on 27 January, the FCO today hosted an event with 
the Embassy of Israel. … 
During the event relatives of three individuals who saved Jews fleeing the Holocaust 
were presented with a special ‘Righteous of the Nations’ award by Ambassador Taub. 
Among them was Elsie Tilney, who gave shelter to a one-year old Jewish girl, Ruth 
Buchholz, and who helped to save Polish Jews who were in danger of being deported to 
the death camps. Elsie, who was born in Norwich in 1893, had served as a missionary in 
North Africa, France and Austria before being interned in a Prisoner of War Camp at 
Vittel as a ‘citizen of an enemy country’. 
Also honoured were a Lithuanian man, Kazys Janavicius and his mother, Vanda 
Janaviciene, who between them saved Lilly Winterfield by giving her a false Lithuanian 
birth certificate and hiding her at their homes and with friends until the war ended. Gaila 
Leahy, Mr Janavicius’s daughter, received the award on behalf of her father and 
grandmother. …  
Commenting after the event Mr Ellwood said: I would like to pay tribute to those survivors 
who received special awards today for their brave actions in saving Jews during the 
Holocaust. It also is vital that we remember the victims who perished, respect the 
survivors still with us, and reaffirm humanity’s common aspiration for mutual 
understanding and justice. 
It is important that we remember the events of the past and ensure that we never forget 
them which is why we are promoting international co-operation in Holocaust education 
and ensuring that future generations can learn the lessons of the Holocaust. … 
Ambassador Taub said: As we near the point when there will no longer be members of 
the generation that endured the horrors of the Holocaust left among us, we have a duty 
to redouble our efforts to listen to their stories, so that we too become witnesses. At a 
time when tragically anti-Semitism is resurfacing in Europe, the lessons these stories 
convey are as critical as ever. 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-office-hosts-holocaust-memorial-day-event  
 
 

United Nations 

Genocide occurs when ‘warning signs’ ignored, action not taken – UN deputy chief 
During a commemoration of the 70th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz-
Birkenau Nazi death camp today, United Nations Deputy-Secretary-General Jan Eliasson 
called for reflection on how better to prevent horrific crimes witnessed during the 
Holocaust and other genocides. 
“It is important that we examine why we continue to fail to prevent mass atrocities, 
despite lessons learned, despite knowledge of causes and drivers and despite our 
assurances of ‘never again,’” he said. “Genocide can only happen when we ignore the 
warning signs – and are unwilling to take action.” … 
Mr. Eliasson said the event offered a chance to consider what must be done differently to 
protect people and build societies ‘where tolerance trumps hatred,’ and stressed that 
excuses for turning a blind eye were disappearing, with pervasive instant communication 
and deepening international connections, as well as the knowledge that genocide results 
from creeping processes unfolding over time and of conditions that allow them to thrive. 
“Our challenge is to stop these processes and their enabling conditions at an early 
stage,” Mr. Eliasson said, adding that armed conflicts often create environments right for 
mass atrocities but stressing that genocide also resulted from divisions fostered in peace 
time. … 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-office-hosts-holocaust-memorial-day-event
http://www.un.org/sg/dsg/statements/index.asp?nid=593
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The Director of the Memorial and State Museum Auschwitz-Birkenau, Piotr Cywinski, 
delivered the keynote address to the meeting, noting that it was probably one of the last 
anniversaries that would give the chance to host survivors. … 
Mr. Cywinski said protection of the site’s authenticity for younger, less connected 
audiences was an essential part of his duties and he was working hard to fuse the words 
of remaining survivors with the physical site where the killing took place. … 
To read the full press release see 
http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49865#.VMEsxC57j3o  

TOP 
 

 
 

Israel 

House of Commons Written Answers 

Palestinians 
Naomi Long [220672] To ask the Secretary of State for International Development, what 
steps the Government is taking to work with partners in the region to ensure that 
sufficient aid for reconstruction reaches Gaza following the recent conflict. 

Desmond Swayne: DFID has already disbursed £5 million of the £20 million early 
recovery assistance that we pledged at the Gaza Reconstruction Conference. The 
UK was also the first donor to support the temporary Gaza Reconstruction 
Mechanism which is facilitating the import of construction materials into Gaza, 
and, in close co-ordination with our EU partners and the Office of the Quartet 
Representative, we continue to press the Government of Israel to lift restrictions 
and facilitate the entry of aid into Gaza. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220672/  
 

Overseas Aid 
Mark Williams [220762] To ask the Secretary of State for International Development, 
what assessment she has made of the long-term health care needs of victims of 
Operation Protective Edge; what funding and other assistance her Department is giving 
to address those needs; and over what time period that funding and assistance will be 
given. 

Desmond Swayne: According to the UN, over 11,000 Palestinians were injured 
during Operation Protective Edge, including over 3,000 children. The UN further 
notes that 1,000 of these children will suffer a life-long disability; 6,000 more will 
have a parent with a long-term disability. The UK is the third largest donor to the 
UN Relief and Works Agency (£107 million between 2012-15) which provides 
healthcare to the 70% of the population in Gaza who are Palestinian refugees. In 
addition to this, the UK pledged a further £20 million at the Gaza Reconstruction 
Conference which includes support for reconstructive surgery and rehabilitation 
for those injured in the conflict. We have already disbursed a quarter of this 
pledge and the remainder will be released next year. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220762/ 
 
 

Foreign and Commonwealth Office 

Foreign Secretary condemns terrorist attack in Israel 
…  Foreign  Secretary  Philip  Hammond  said:  I strongly  condemn the terrorist attack on  
 

http://www.un.org/apps/news/story.asp?NewsID=49865#.VMEsxC57j3o
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220672/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220672/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220762/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220762/
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passengers on the bus on Begin Road in Tel Aviv this morning. This was a cowardly and 
senseless attack. Violent attacks of this nature only undermine the cause of peace. 
My thoughts are with all those who were affected in this attack; and I wish those injured a 
swift recovery. Every Israeli and Palestinian has a right to live in peace and security. We 
call on all to ensure calm. 
To read the full press release see 
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-condemns-terrorist-attack-in-israel  
 
Israel and the Occupied Palestinian Territories (OPTs) - Country of Concern 
(update: 31 December 2014) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-
territories-opts-country-of-concern/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-
country-of-concern-latest-update-31-december-2014  

TOP 
 

 
 

Foreign Affairs 

House of Commons Written Answer 

Religious Freedom 
Barry Sheerman [220807] To ask the Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth 
Affairs, what recent steps he has taken to reduce religious persecution across the world. 

David Lidington: Freedom of religion or belief is one of our international human 
rights priorities. We work actively both bilaterally and multilaterally to ensure 
governments protect the right of all individuals to practise their religion or belief 
free from persecution or discrimination. Government foreign policy on freedom of 
religion or belief is informed by expertise from UK civil society and Parliament, 
including through an Advisory Group to the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
Minister for Human Rights. We are active in the United Nations, European Union 
and other relevant international organisations in calling on states to promote and 
protect the right to freedom of religion or belief and ensure the free and equal 
participation of all in society. As an example of our bilateral work, the UK is 
currently providing Nigeria with a package of support to assist in its fight against 
the extremist and intolerant views of Boko Haram, whose indiscriminate attacks 
have caused suffering in communities of different faiths and ethnicities. 

http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-
statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220807/  

TOP 
 

 
 

Relevant Legislation    ** new or updated today 

UK Parliament 

Arbitration and Mediation Services (Equality) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html  

 
Asisted Dying Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/assisteddying.html  

 
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/news/foreign-secretary-condemns-terrorist-attack-in-israel
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern-latest-update-31-december-2014
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern-latest-update-31-december-2014
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern/israel-and-the-occupied-palestinian-territories-opts-country-of-concern-latest-update-31-december-2014
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220807/
http://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-question/Commons/2015-01-14/220807/
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/arbitrationandmediationservicesequality.html
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/assisteddying.html
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Counter-Terrorism and Security Bill 2014-15 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/counterterrorismandsecurity.html   

 
Local Government (Religious etc. Observances) Bill 
http://services.parliament.uk/bills/2014-15/localgovernmentreligiousetcobservances.html  

 
Scottish Parliament 

Assisted Suicide Bill 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/Bills/69604.aspx 

TOP 
 

 
 

Consultations           ** new or updated today 

** closes in 5 days 
Charity audit and independent examination (closing date 27 January 2015) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/charities-audit-and-independent-examination  
 
Connecting Scotland - how the Scottish Government and its agencies engage 
internationally (closing date 30 January 2015) 
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parliamentarybusiness/CurrentCommittees/84816.aspx 
 
The Essential Trustee (closing date 17 February 2014) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/the-essential-trustee-cc3-new-version 
 

TOP 
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